G&G Technologies S.r.l.

Type of organization
AI, Bid data application/ digital health solution supplier

Headquarters (country)
San Marino

Maturity Level
In development

Organization description
G&G Technologies is a startup working on AI, wearable, robotics and software platform for data dispatching.

We are developing a software platform (both cloud and local), sensorized jewels/wearables and a pet robot with emotional AI.

Solution/service description
 SENSORIZED JEWELS: are jewels born to protect its owner. We are working on a custom micro board with sensors and a computational power able to detect environment data and personal bio-vital parameters. ARTEMIDE is the first jewel with anti-aggression features.

Features/product description
PET ROBOT: An adorable emotional pet robot that is able to stimulate emotional interaction. MOOFLY is built in various versions with natural materials and specially designed to stimulate positive sensations and reassure users. MOOFLY reacts to sounds, touch, temperature and learns. It has emotional abilities that evolve. Its warm soft fur, delicate sounds and harmonic movement make MOOFLY an adorable pet. We have taken a nature-inspired approach and developed a unique simulation algorithm that allows MOOFLY to learn and grow by constantly using its interactions to model and evaluate its surroundings via its sensors. MOOFLY will choose from an infinite number of combinations
of sound and mobile patterns to respond and express their feelings. Put simply, MOOFLY is like a living pet."

**Contact**

Name: Gian Angelo

Mail: angelo.geminiani@ggtechnologies.sm